Week 1 Day 2: Decadence
ENGL201: Introduction to Modernism

Class Schedule
• Syllabus Part 2: Minor Assignments (10 mins)
• Short Review (5 mins)
• Decadence + Baudelaire (35 mins)

Blog Post — Variable 10%
• You will produce a blog post for the course-specific blog that explores
a single idea that you come across in your reading. Think of the blog
post like a response paper: allow yourself to engage deeply with one
or two ideas in your reading as they come up; demonstrate how
you’ve been thinking about the text; feel free to bring in outside
ideas, or to stick closely to the ideas within the text. You will be
evaluated on your effort and engagement with the text. Pull out
interesting ideas, ask questions, and stretch yourself.
• Due: 72 hours in advance of class

Blog Response — Variable 10%
• You will respond generatively and constructively to a Blog Post by one
of your peers. See if you can expand on their ideas; think about what
their response revealed to you that you had not thought about;
suggest ways that their post can deepen or nuance its thinking. You
will be evaluated on your honest engagement with the ideas of your
peers and your ability to comprehend and draw out their ideas.
• Due: 24 hours in advance of class

Sign Up Steps
• Register for the Course Forum (Under Important Links)
• Sign up for a class on the Sign-Up Sheet (Posted to Weekly Schedule)
• Post your Blog Post as a “Topic”
• Post your Response as a comment on another student’s ”Topic”
*I may draw on your ideas in lecture. If for any reason you do not wish
to use your own name or identifying marks in your blog profile, you are
free to use a pseudonym; the blog will be open only to students
enrolled in the class. Please come see me during office hours as soon as
possible if you have any other concerns.*

Submission Policy—Don’t be late on this one
• As your peers will rely on your timely submission in order to complete
their own assignments, late submission will receive a grade of 0.
• If an emergency circumstance arises, come talk to me. I can see
whether there’s something I can do.

How do you write a blog?
• Less formal register (but still complete sentences!)
• Exploratory structure (don’t need a thesis or argument, but do need a
central, coherent idea)
• First-person ok; Rhetorical questions ok
• Marking rubric
• Here are some academic blogs:
• https://hookandeye.ca/
• https://fitisafeministissue.com
• https://tedunderwood.com/

Pop Quizzes – To be determined 15% total (5%
each)
• Four pop quizzes will be given unannounced at the beginning of class.
The quizzes will consist of factual and short-answer questions on the
text assigned for that day. The top three out of four pop quizzes will
count towards your grade.
• If you miss a pop quiz, there will be no opportunities to make up the
mark. If you require specific accommodations for this kind of
evaluation, please arrange a meeting with me.

What is modernism?
• “High Modernism” usually characterized by:
• Formal experimentation (not what but how things are represented)
• Emphasis on “newness” or breaks from tradition

• “Make It New” – Ezra Pound

Decadence

Artists: John Everett Millais (1878); Ramón Casas (1899)

Aestheticism à Decadence
“By the 1890s, another term had become associated with this focus on ‘art for art’s
sake’. It has origins in common with aestheticism and the two terms often overlap
and were sometimes used interchangeably. ‘Decadence’ was initially used to describe
writers of the mid-19th century in France, especially Baudelaire and Gautier. By the
century’s end, decadence was in use as an aesthetic term across Europe. The word
literally means a process of ‘falling away’ or decline. In relation to art and literature, it
signalled a set of interlinked qualities. These included the notion of intense
refinement; the valuing of artificiality over nature; a position of ennui or boredom
rather than of moral earnestness or the valuing of hard work; an interest in perversity
and paradox, and in transgressive modes of sexuality.…decadence was the literature
of a modern society grown over-luxurious and sophisticated.” (Carolyn Burdett,
“Aestheticism and Decadence,” https://www.bl.uk/romantics-andvictorians/articles/aestheticism-and-decadence)

Decadence
- Art for Art’s Sake
- Intense refinement or artifice
- Rejection of moral earnestness
- Purposeful transgression and perversion
- Political critique
Oscar Wilde (1854-1900)
- Late Victorian Anglo-Irish poet, playwright,
satirist, novelist, and memoirist
- Central to Decadence in English
- Some famous works:
- The Picture of Dorian Grey (1891)
- De Profundis (1897, 1905)

Political Critique
“Yes; there are suggestive things in Individualism. Socialism annihilates family life,
for instance. With the p. 29abolition of private property, marriage in its present
form must disappear. This is part of the programme. Individualism accepts this
and makes it fine. It converts the abolition of legal restraint into a form of freedom
that will help the full development of personality, and make the love of man and
woman more wonderful, more beautiful, and more ennobling. Jesus knew this. He
rejected the claims of family life, although they existed in his day and community in
a very marked form. ‘Who is my mother? Who are my brothers?’ he said, when he
was told that they wished to speak to him. When one of his followers asked leave
to go and bury his father, ‘Let the dead bury the dead,’ was his terrible answer. He
would allow no claim whatsoever to be made on personality.” (Wilde, “The Soul of
Man Under Socialism”)

Aesthetics ó Politics
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“A Defence of Cosmetics” – Max Beerbohm
“But of course Artifice is rather exacting. In return for the repose she
forces—so wisely!—upon her followers when the sun is high or the
moon is blown across heaven, she demands that they should pay her
long homage at the sun’s rising. The initiate may not enter lightly upon
her mysteries. For, if a bad complexion be inexcusable, to be ill-painted
is unforgivable; and when the toilet is laden once more with the fulness
of its elaboration we shall hear no more of the proper occupation for
women. And think, how sweet an energy, to sit at the mirror of
coquetry! See the dear merits of the toilet as shown upon old vases, or
upon the walls of Roman dwellings…” (73-74)

Charles Baudelaire
(1821-1867)
• French poet, essayist, artist, critic, and
translator
• Credited with coining the term “modernity”
(modernité)

Artist: Emile Deroy

…beauty is always and inevitably of a double composition, although the
impression that it produces is single—for the fact that it is difficult to
discern the variable elements of beauty within the unity of the impression
invalidates in no way the necessity of variety in its composition. Beauty is
made up of an eternal, invariable element, whose quantity it is excessively
difficult to determine, and of a relative, circumstantial element, which will
be, if you like, whether severally or all at once, the age, its fashions, its
morals, its emotions. Without this second element, which might be
described as the amusing, enticing, appetizing icing on the divine cake, the
first element would be beyond our powers of digestion or appreciation,
neither adapted nor suitable to human nature. I defy anyone to point to a
single scrap of beauty which does not contain these two elements. (3)

The Flâneur – Charles Baudelaire (1821-1867)
• Flâneur: someone who wanders and observes in an urban setting
• Gives himself over to the crowds
• Contextualized by new practices of shopping
• Democratic and levelling response to modernity
VS.

• Dandy: a man devoted to fashion and distinction
•
•
•
•

Personifies the stance of the aristocracy
Recoils from vulgarity and commerce
Characterized
“the burning need to create for oneself a personal originality…It is a kind of
cult of the self” (799)

I might perhaps call [Monsieur G.] a dandy, and I
should have several good reasons for that; for the
word ‘dandy’ implies a quintessence of character
and a subtle understanding of the entire moral
mechanism of this world; with another par of his
nature, however, the dandy aspires to
insensitivity, and it is in this that Monsieur G.,
dominated as hi is by an insatiable passion—for
seeing and feeling—parts company decisively with
dandyism. (9)

The crowd is his element, as the air is that of birds and
water of fishes. His passion and his profession are to
become one flesh with the crowd. For the perfect
flâneur, for the passionate spectator, it is an immense
joy to set up house in the heart of the multitude, amid
the ebb and flow of movement, in the midst of the
fugitive and the infinite. To be away from home and yet
to feel oneself everywhere at home; to see the world—
such are a few of the slightest pleasures of those
independent, passionate, impartial natures which the
tongue can but clumsily define. The spectator is a prince
who everywhere rejoices in his incognito….Or we might
liken him to a mirror as vast as the crowd itself; or to a
kaleidoscope gifted with consciousness, responding to
each one of its movements and reproducing the
multiplicity of life and the flickering grace of all the
elements of life. He is an ‘I’ with an insatiable appetite
for the ‘non-I,’ at every instant rendering and explaining
it in pictures more living than life itself, which is always
unstable and fugitive. (9)

Be very sure that this man, such as I have depicted him—this solitary, gifted
with an active imagination, ceaselessly journeying across the great human
desert—has an aim loftier than that of a mere flâneur, an aim more
general, something other than the fugitive pleasure of circumstance. He is
looking for that quality which you must allow me to call ‘modernity’; for I
know of no better word to express the idea I have in mind. He makes it his
business to extract from fashion whatever element it may contain of poetry
within history, to distil the eternal from the transitory. (12)

By ‘modernity’ I mean the ephemeral, the fugitive, the contingent, the
half of art whose other half is the eternal and the immutable. Every old
master has had his own modernity. (13)

He delights in fine carriages and proud horses,
the dazzling smartness of the grooms, the
expertness of the footmen, the sinuous gait of
the women, the beauty of the children, happy
to be alive and nicely dressed—in a word, he
delights in universal life. (11)

Take-aways
- Decadence
- Art for Art’s Sake
- Excess
- Politically consequential for Victorian
period (assertions about society’s
organization, sexuality, morality)

- Baudelaire
- Every moment has its own modernity
- Duality of man ó Duality of art
- Construction of the figure of the artist
as perceiving subject
- Artist decidedly male
Artist: William Maw Egley,

